Good landscape lighting is as much an art as it is a science. There are few hard and fast rules, but there are certain fundamentals that will make the job easier, minimize callbacks and satisfy customers.

Murray Murrow

Installers/excavators are just 'one call' away from learning the whereabouts of below-ground utilities.

Ron Hall

Though some experts say the economy’s wounds are healing, it’s important that company bosses know how to absorb the impact of recession.

Terry McIver

The message is to purchase seed while you can. Talk of boosting prices ‘won’t scare people,’ says Pickseed West’s Dr. Jerry Pepin.

Terry McIver

Planning, design, sit choice and planting procedures are keys to better native plant survival.

Randy Cave

This easy-care plant makes a strong impact in landscapes across the country in fall, winter and early spring.

Sherry Harlass

A golf course superintendent responds to an LM editorial by citing what he believes makes the best superintendents “the best.”

James G. Prusa

The condition of sports turf is a deciding factor in how effectively a game can be played and how great an exposure to injury an athlete faces.

W.R. (Bill) Chestnut

Why can’t a growing company find managers from within? Does your company have this problem? Do you have an effective employee evaluation system in place?

E.T. Wandtke
34 Reseeding and renovating
One of the first decisions facing the lawn care operator/landscaper is whether a home lawn can be restored solely by applying seed and fertilizer, or whether complete renovation is the better option.
Dr. Bill Pound

35 The scoop on poly fertilizers
Manufacturers claim polymer-coated fertilizers last longer, give more control, and have the ability to 'dial in' needed fertility rates.
Ron Hall

36 The law that refused to die
Pre-notification has hit Prince Georges County, Md., an area close to Washington, D.C. Most lawn and landscape professionals say the law is unnecessary.
Ron Hall

37 Proper software puts reins into LCO’s hands
It's too easy to say ‘I don't have time to learn.’ But computers can save you time, by making certain tasks like payroll, routing and estimating easier and quicker.
Bill Wheeler